to say for question 4 and scored two or less points for the control questions (3, 5, 6). 
Random performance

38
The participant gets M wine samples in the first part. In the second part he gets N samples (N > M ).
39
His task is to identify correctly M samples that occurred in the first part out of N samples from the second is expressed as:
Then, the number of combinations such that k samples where correctly recognized, and among them l 48 samples where identified correctly is:
where D m (M, k, l) is the number of permutations of an M -element sequence such that among k 50 distinguished elements precisely l are on the right place. We want to calculate D m (M, k, l). We know that
51
M wines was chosen and has to be permuted. k wines were chosen correctly, so now we have to choose 52 among them l wine which will be left on their places (not permuted). The remaining k − l wines have be 53
permuted. What about the M − k wines which was chosen incorrectly? There is no correct placement 54 of them so they can be either permuted or unpermuted. We consider all the possibilities, namely that 55 2
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A study of wine recognition 0, 1, . . . , M − k out of M − k wines were left on their places. The formula looks as follows:
where and conversation while filling a sommelier card for each wine sample. All conversation were in Polish.
68
Transcriptions of conversations in learning and recognition phase were made using Aegisub program,
69
that was originally designed to create and modify subtitles. Aegisub allows to create timed text and display 70 lines within exact time frame. We provided transcripts of 14,7 h of records (2 records x 41 pairs). A single 71 uninterrupted phrase by a single speaker corresponding to specific time frame was dubbed "utterance".
72
Segmentation of speech into utterances followed natural flow of the conversation and was generally 73 unambiguous.
74
We used PANTERA Morphosyntactic Tagger (https://github.com/accek/pantera-tagger)
75
to perform lemmatization of the transcribed text, reducing all vocabulary to its base (uninflected) form.
76
Then the transcripts were manually annotated by assigning words to various categories according to their 77 communicative function. Categories were devised in order to explain the dynamics of the conversation as 78 well as possible. The categories were:
79
• Descriptor -vocabulary item used to describe properties of specific wine (taste, smell, etc.), e.g. "dry",
80
"pungent".
81
• Wine number -reference to wine number, e.g. "wine number one", "the second wine".
82
• Wine letter -A, B, C, D, E, F. 
